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We study maps T for which J y T is pseudo-monotone; we call such T a
PM-map. This includes compact maps in suitable spaces and pseudo-contractive
maps in Hilbert spaces. We study variational inequalities in a situation which was
previously done only when T is compact. We show that our variational inequalities
are well suited to treating existence of fixed points for generalized inward in
.particular, weakly inward PM-maps in Hilbert spaces. Our new results on exis-
tence of fixed points generalizes many earlier results obtained by using other
methods. An application to homogeneous integral equations is provided. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Some nonlinear problems arising in applications have led to the study of
variational inequalities for maps of the form J y T , that is, to find y g D
such that
Jy y Ty , y y x F 0 for all x g K , .
where T : D ; K ª X U is a suitable map, K is a closed convex subset in a
Banach space X, X U is the dual space of X, and J: X ª X U is the duality
map.
In Hilbert spaces, we shall obtain new applications of such variational
inequalities to existence of fixed points for a class of nonlinear maps
closely related to maps of monotone type.
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w x w x w xVariational inequalities for J y T were studied in 8 , 19 , and 21 by
using Allen's variational inequalities, Hartmann and Stampacchia's varia-
tional inequalities, and an intersection result, respectively. The motivation
comes mainly from a complementarity problem arising from the study of
the post-critical equilibrium state of a thin plate resting, without friction,
on a flat rigid support. A key restriction in obtaining some results on such
variational inequalities is that T should belong to the class of compact
w xmaps whether the space involved is a Hilbert space 8 or a reflexive
w x w xBanach space 19, 21 . In 8 , the stronger condition of complete continuity
w x w xis used. Moreover, 8 and 19 require the cones involved to be Galerkin
cones.
On the other hand, existence of fixed points for maps closely related to
maps of monotone type has been widely studied using a variety of meth-
ods. For example, one can find many results on existence of fixed points
w xfor nonexpansive self-maps 5, Theorem 4 , generalized inward nonexpan-
w x wsive maps 3, Theorem 2; 5, Theorem 9 and pseudocontractive maps 5,
a xTheorems 12 and 14; 16, Theorem 1 . Some of the techniques use the
w xconnection with monotone maps, some use strict contractive maps 3, 5 or
w xother methods 16, 12 . Variational inequalities for I y T in Hilbert spaces
have been applied to study existence of fixed points for a map T such that
q w xI y T is of S -type 9 . This allows one to study existence of fixed points
w xfor the sum of such a map and a compact map. However, 9 requires that
the cones involved be Galerkin cones and the maps be self-maps.
In this paper we first study the class of so-called PM-maps and exhibit
properties of such maps. A map T is called a PM-map if J y T is
pseudo-monotone. This class of PM-maps includes compact maps, demi-
q continuous maps T such that J y T are of S -type such maps T are
.called S-contractive maps in this paper in suitable spaces, and pseudo-
contractive maps in Hilbert spaces.
w xNext, we employ Brezis et al.'s result 2 to obtain results on variationalÂ
inequalities for J y T with T being a PM-map. One of the new results is
an acute angle principle for PM-maps. We shall show that many results
w x w x w xobtained in 8 , 19 , and 21 are special cases of our results. Moreover, our
results apply to all closed convex sets and all cones.
Finally, we use the theory of variational inequalities for I y T , where T
is a PM-map, to give new applications on existence of fixed points for
generalized inward PM-maps in Hilbert spaces. We first establish a new
equivalence between variational inequalities and nearest points of maps.
When the maps involved are generalized inward maps, the relationship
becomes an equivalence between variational inequalities and fixed points
w xof the maps. This includes a result obtained in 6 , where the maps
involved are self-maps. The new relationship is very useful. It can be
 .applied not only to study properties of PM-maps see Theorem 2.2 but
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also to easily derive fixed point principles from variational inequalities
even for non-self maps. Our results on fixed points apply to all closed
convex sets and all cones and our results are often new even for compact
maps and pseudo-contractive maps. Our results generalize and unify many
earlier results and our treatment is different from and often simpler than
the methods used in the references mentioned above. Moreover, in gen-
eral, our new results on fixed points cannot be treated by using the
w x w xtheories of fixed point index developed in 14 and 15 since the maps
involved need not be continuous.
We give an application of our theory of fixed points to a homogeneous
w xintegral equation similar to one in 13 , where eigenvalue problems were
considered.
2. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF PM-MAPS
In this section we introduce the classes of PM-maps and S-contractive
maps and give their properties.
Let X be a Banach space. We always assume that X U is strictly convex.
w . w .Recall that a continuous function f : 0, ` ª 0, ` is said to be a gauge
 .function if f is a strictly increasing function with f 0 s 0 and
 . Ulim f t s q`. A map J: X ª X is said to be a duality map witht ªq`
 . 5 5.5 5 5 5gauge function f if, for each x g X, Jx, x s f x x and Jx s
5 5. Uf x . J is a single-valued map since X is strictly convex and is
continuous from the strong topology of X to the weakU topology of X U
 w x.  .see, for example, 10, Chapter 8 . When f t ' t, J is called a normal-
ized duality map. If X is a Hilbert space, then the normalized duality map
J is the identity map I. We always use the normalized duality map I if the
spaces involved are Hilbert spaces. If X is a reflexive Banach space, then
it can be renormed such that X U is locally uniformly convex and thus is
 w x.strictly convex see, for example, 17, Theorem 1, p. 5 . Therefore, we
always suppose the dual space X U of a reflexive Banach space X is strictly
convex and every duality map in X is single-valued.
By definition of J it is not hard to verify that J satisfies the following
useful property:
 .  .  5 5. 5 5..5 5 5 5.h Jx y Jy, x y y G f x y f y x y y G 0 for all x, y
g X.
We always use the symbols ª and © to indicate strong and weak
convergence, respectively. Let K be a closed convex set in X. Recall that a
map A: K ª X U is said to be pseudo-monotone if y © y g K andn
 .  .  .lim sup Ay , y y y F 0 imply Ay, y y ¨ F lim inf Ay , y y ¨ for alln n n n
 w x w x.¨ g K see 2 and 20 .
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By employing the definition of a pseudo-monotone map, we first intro-
duce
DEFINITION 2.1. A map T : K ª X U is said to be a PM-map if J y T is
pseudo-monotone.
It is known that a hemicontinuous monotone map is pseudo-monotone
 w x. Ufor example, see 17, Proposition 2.4, p. 107 . Therefore, if T : K ª X is
hemicontinuous and J y T is montone, then T is a PM-map. In particular,
when X is a Hilbert space and T : K ª X is a nonexpansive map or a
hemicontinuous pseudo-contraction, that is, I y T is monotone, then T is
 .a PM-map that is, I y T is pseudo-monotone .
We note that the sum of a PM-map and a completely continuous map
 .i.e., y © y implies Ty ª Ty is a PM-map since a completely continuousn n
map is pseudo-monotone and the sum of two pseudo-monotone maps is
 w x w x.also pseudo-monotone see 17 and 20 .
In Hilbert spaces, we can exhibit an interesting property of PM-maps.
To do this, we first need some concepts which will also be used in Section
4. Let K be a closed convex set in a Banach space X. K is called a wedge
if l x g K for all x g K and l G 0; a wedge K is a cone if also
 .  4K l yK s 0 . Recall that a map T : D ; K ª X is said to be weakly
 .  .  .inward relative to K if Tx g I x for x g D, where I x is the closureK K
 .   . 4of the inward set I x s x q c z y x : z g K and c G 0 . It is wellK
known that T is weakly inward on a cone K if x g ­ K, xU g KU , and
U  . U  .  w x.x x s 0 together imply x Ax G 0 see, for example, 7, p. 245 . T is
 .  . 5 5called a generalized inward map relative to K if d Tx, K - x y Tx for
x g D with Tx f K. It is known that a weakly inward map is generalized
inward but the converse is false. It is known that if X is strictly convex and
 .  5 5 4K s B 0 s x g X : x F r , then T : K ª X is generalized inward if andr
 .only if T satisfies the LS condition of the boundary of K, that is, x / tTx
 . w x w xfor x g ­ K and t g 0, 1 . We refer to 14 and 15 for more details.
We also need the following new result which gives the connection
between variational inequalities and nearest points. In Section 4, this new
result is a key to applying variational inequalities to existence of fixed
points.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be a closed con¨ex set in a Hilbert space H and
let T : D ; K ª H be a map. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .1 There exists y g D such that y y Ty, y y x F 0 for all x g K.
 .2 T has a nearest point in D; that is, there exists y g D such that
5 5  .  . 5 5 4y y Ty s d Ty, K , where d Ty, K s inf Ty y z : z g K .
 .  .If also T is generalized inward, then 1 and 2 are equi¨ alent to
 .3 T has a fixed point in D; that is, there exists y g D such that y s Ty.
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 .  .  .Proof. We show the equivalence of 1 and 2 . Assume that 1 holds.
For every x g K, we have
5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2 5 5 2Ty y x s y y Ty q x y y y 2 y y Ty , y y x G y y Ty . .
 .  .This implies 2 . On the other hand, assume that 2 holds. For every
 xx g K and t g 0, 1 , we have
5 5 2 5 5 2y y Ty F Ty y 1 y t y y tx .
5 5 2 2 5 5 2s y y Ty q t y y x y 2 t y y Ty , y y x . .
 . 5 5 2 q  .This implies 2 y y Ty, y y x F t y y x . Hence, t ª 0 implies 1 .
 .  .When T is generalized inward, it is clear that 2 and 3 are equivalent.
 .  .Remark 2.1. The equivalence of 2 and 3 generalizes a result ob-
w x  w x.  .tained in 6 also see 9 , where T is defined on K and T K ; K.
We can now give the promised new property of PM-maps.
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a closed con¨ex set in a Hilbert space H. Assume
that T : K ª H is a generalized inward PM-map. Then T is demiclosed; that
is,
 .d if y © y g K and y y Ty ª 0, then y s Ty.n n n
Proof. Let y © y g K and y y Ty ª 0. Thenn n n
lim y y Ty , y y y s 0 and lim y y Ty , y y x s 0 .  .n n n n n n
for every x g K .
Since I y T is pseudo-monotone, we have
y y Ty , y y x F lim inf y y Ty , y y x s 0 for all x g K . .  .n n n
Since T is generalized inward, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that y s Ty.
w xRemark 2.2. Theorem 2.2 improves Lemma 3 in 16 in the following
 .  .ways: 1 T need not be a self-map and 2 T need not be a pseudo-con-
tractive type map.
 .  . w xCondition d is equivalent to condition c of Theorem 1 in 18 if the
 . w xinvolved space is a Hilbert space. The condition c is used in 18 to study
 .existence of fixed points for 1-set or ball -contractive maps in Banach
spaces.
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Now we introduce the concept of an S-contractive map. Recall that
a map A: K ª X U is said to be of Sq-type if y © y g K andn
 .  w x w x w x.lim sup Ay , y y y F 0 together imply y ª y see 4 , 17 , and 20 . Wen n n
remark that the symbol lim sup in the definition can be replaced by the
symbol lim inf.
DEFINITION 2.2. A map T : K ª X U is said to be S-contractive if J y T
is of Sq-type.
We provide a necessary and sufficient condition for a map T to be
 .S-contractive. Recall that a Banach space X has property H if y © yn
5 5 5 5and y ª y imply y ª y. It is known that a locally uniformly convexn n
 .  w x.Banach space has the property H see, for example, 17, Proposition 1.6 .
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a Banach space with property H and let T :
K ª X U be a map. Then T is S-contracti¨ e if and only if T satisfies the
 .following condition C .
 .  .C y © y and lim sup Jy y Jy, y y y ) 0 implyn n n
lim sup Ty y Ty , y y y - lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y . .  .n n n n
 .Proof. Assume that T is S-contractive. If condition C is false, then
 4 there exists a sequence y ; K such that y © y, lim sup Jy y Jy, y yn n n n
.  .  .y ) 0 and lim sup Jy y Jy, y y y F lim sup Ty y Ty, y y y . Note thatn n n n
 .  4lim sup Jy y Jy, y y y ) 0 implies that y does not converge to y.n n n
 . Therefore, lim inf Jy y Ty , y y y ) 0 since T is S-contractive that is,n n n
q .J y T is of S -type . So, we obtain
lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y .n n
G lim inf Jy y Ty , y y y q lim sup Ty y Ty , y y y .  .n n n n n
G lim inf Jy y Ty , y y y q lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y .  .n n n n n
) lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y , .n n
 .a contradiction. Hence condition C holds.
 . Conversely, suppose condition C holds. Let y © y and lim sup Jy yn n
.Ty , y y y F 0. Sincen n
lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y F lim sup Jy y Ty , y y y .  .n n n n n
q lim sup Ty y Ty , y y y , .n n
 .  .we have lim sup Jy y Jy, y y y F 0 by condition C . It follows fromn n
 .  5 5. 5 5..5 5 5 5.Property h of J that f y y f y y y y ª 0. This impliesn n
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5 5 5 5  .y ª y . Since X has the property H , we have y ª y and J y T is ofn n
qS -type; that is T is S-contractive.
The following proposition gives a relationship between an S-contractive
map and a PM-map.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let T : K ª X U be a demicontinuous S-contracti¨ e
map. Then T is a PM-map.
Proof. Since T is a demicontinuous S-contractive map, J y T is a
q demicontinuous map of S -type. Hence, J y T is pseudo-monotone see,
w x.for example, 17, p. 146 and so T is a PM-map.
The following propositions provide examples of S-contractive maps.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let K be a closed con¨ex set in a Hilbert space H.
Assume that T : K ª H is a generalized contracti¨ e map i.e., for each x g K
 .  . 5 5  .5 5there exists a x g 0, 1 such that Tx y Ty F a x x y y for all y g K ;
w x.see, for example, 11 . Then T is S-contracti¨ e and is a PM-map.
Proof. Since T is a generalized contractive map, it follows from Theo-
rem 2.3 that T is S-contractive. Note that T is continuous. Hence T is a
PM-map by Proposition 2.4.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let K be a closed con¨ex set in a Hilbert space H.
Assume that T : K ª H satisfies
5 5Tx y Ty , x y y F c x y y for all x , y g K , .  .
w . w .  . 2where c : 0, ` ª 0, ` is upper semicontinuous and satisfies c t - t for
t ) 0.
Then T is S-contracti¨ e.
 .Proof. We prove that T satisfies condition C in Theorem 2.3. Let
5 5 2y © y g K and lim sup y y y ) 0. Note that there exists a subse-n n
 4  4 5 5 quence y ; y such that lim y y y exists and lim Ty y Ty, y yn n n n nk k k k
.  .y s lim sup Ty y Ty, y y y .n n
We consider two cases.
 .i If y ª y, then we havenk
5 5lim Ty y Ty , y y y F lim sup c y y y .  .n n nk k k
5 5 2F c 0 s 0 - lim sup y y y . . n
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 . 5 5ii if lim y y y ) 0, noting the upper semicontinuity of c , wenk
have
5 5lim Ty y Ty , y y y F lim sup c y y y .  .n n nk k k
2 25 5 5 5- lim y y y F lim sup y y y . .n nk
2 . 5 5Therefore, lim sup Ty y Ty, y y y - lim sup y y y .n n n
As a special case of Proposition 2.6, we immediately obtain
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that T : K ª H is one of the following maps.
 .  .   .1 T is a k-dissipati¨ e map with k g 0, 1 i.e., Tx y Ty, x y y F
5 5 2 .k x y y for all x, y g K .
 . 5 5 5 5.2 T satisfies Tx y Ty F w x y y for all x, y g K, where
w . w .  .w : 0, ` ª 0, ` is upper semicontinuous and satisfies w t - t for t ) 0.
Then T is S-contracti¨ e.
 .Remark 2.3. If T satisfies 2 in Corollary 2.1, then I y T is of
q w xS -type. This generalizes Proposition 2 in 9 , where K s H and w is
continuous.
It is easy to verify that the class of S-contractive maps is a convex set.
Recall that a map T : K ª X U is said to be compact if T is continuous
 .and T Q is precompact for every bounded set Q ; K.
The following proposition gives a useful property of an S-contractive
map.
 .PROPOSITION 2.7. Let X be a Banach space with property H . Assume
that T : K ª X U is an S-contracti¨ e map and G: K ª X U is compact. Then
T q G is S-contracti¨ e. In particular, a compact map is S-contracti¨ e.
Furthermore, if T is demicontinuous, then T q G is a PM-map.
Proof. We only prove that T q G is S-contractive. Since G is compact,
 4it's not hard to show that, for every sequence y ; K with y © y,n n
 .  .lim Gy y Gy, y y y s 0. Now, let y © y and lim sup Jy y Jy, y y yn n n n n
 .) 0. Since T satisfies condition C , we have
lim sup T q G y y T q G y , y y y F lim sup Ty y Ty , y y y .  .  . .n n n n
- lim sup Jy y Jy , y y y . .n n
This completes the proof.
By Proposition 2.7 we see that the sum of each map in Propositions 2.5
and 2.6 and a compact map is an S-contractive map.
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3. VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES FOR PM-MAPS
In this section we study variational inequalities for PM-maps; that is, we
 .seek y g K such that Jy y Ty , y y x F 0 for all x g K. We shall0 0 0 0
impose suitable conditions on T to ensure the existence of solutions of the
variational inequalities.
We first obtain the following theorem by employing Brezis et al.'s re-Â
w xsult 2 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a separable or reflexi¨ e Banach space and K a
weakly compact con¨ex subset in X. Assume that T : K ª X U is a demicon-
 .tinuous PM-map. Then there exists y g K such that Jy y Ty , y y x F 00 0 0 0
for all x g K.
Proof. Let A s J y T. Then A: K ª X U is a demicontinuous
pseudo-monotone map. Note that, in a separable or reflexive Banach
w xspace, a net can be replaced by a sequence. Therefore, Application 3 in 2
can be applied to A and the result follows.
w xRemark 3.1. Theorem 3.1 generalizes Theorem 1 in 21 in the follow-
 .  .ing ways: 1 X need not be reflexive and 2 T may not be compact.
w xMoreover, our method is completely different from that in 21 . Note that
w xin 21 a map is assumed to be demicontinuous and to map bounded
sequences into convergent sequences, but this forces the map to be
continuous and hence compact.
As an immediate application of Theorem 3.1 we obtain an acute angle
principle for PM-maps. Let K be a wedge in X. Let K s x g K :r
5 5 4  5 5 4x F r and ­ K s x g K : x s r .r
THEOREM 3.2. Let K be a wedge in a reflexi¨ e Banach space X and let
Ur ) 0. Assume that T : K ª X is a demicontinuous PM-map such thatr
Jx , x G Tx , x for all x g ­ K . .  . r
 .  .Then there exists y g K such that Jy y Ty , y s 0 and Jy y Ty , x0 r 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 for all x g K.
Proof. Let A s J y T. By Theorem 3.1 there exists y g K such that0 r
 .  .Ay , y y x F 0 for all x g K . We prove Ay , y s 0. Since 0 g K ,0 0 r 0 0 r
 . 5 5  .we have Ay , y F 0. On the other hand, if y s r, then Ay , y G 00 0 0 0 0
5 5by hypothesis; if y - r, let x s b y , where b ) 1 is such that x g K .0 0 r
 .  . .  .Then Ay , y y x s 1 y b Ay , y F 0. This implies Ay , y G 0. It0 0 0 0 0 0
 .  .follows that Ay , y s 0. Hence, we have Ay , x G 0 for all x g K .0 0 0 r
 .This implies Ay , x G 0 for all x g K since K is a wedge.0
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Remark 3.2. By Proposition 2.7 we see that Theorem 3.2 generalizes
w x  .  .Theorem 3 in 21 in the following ways: i T may not be compact and ii
T may not be defined on K.
When T is defined on K, we have
THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a wedge in a reflexi¨ e Banach space X and let T :
K ª X U be a demicontinuous PM-map. Assume that the following condition
holds.
 .  . 5 5P lim Jx y Tx, x r x s `.x g K , 5 x 5 ª`
Then for e¨ery f g X U there exists y g K such that
Jy y Ty y f , y s 0 and Jy y Ty y f , x G 0 for all x g K . .  .
U 5 5  .Proof. Let f g X and M ) f . Then by condition P there exists
 . 5 5 5 5r ) 0 such that Jx y Tx, x G M x for x g K with x G r. Therefore,
we have
5 5 5 5 5 5Jx y Tx y f , x G M x y f x .
5 5 5 5G M y f r ) 0 for x g K with x G r . .
The result follows from Theorem 3.2.
 .Remark 3.3. The following conditions imply condition P .
 .  . 5 51qai There exist l, a , r ) 0 such that Jx, x G l x for all x g K
5 5  . 5 51qawith x G r and lim sup Tx, x r x - l.x g K , 5 x 5 ª`
 .ii There exists a ) 0 such that
5 51qa alim sup Tx , x r x - lim inf f t rt , .  .
tª`5 5xgK , x ª`
where f is the gauge function of the duality map J: X ª X U.
 .iii There exists a ) 0 such that
5 51qalim inf Jx y Tx , x r x ) 0. .
5 5xgK , x ª`
 .  .  .  .  .  .In fact, it is clear that i implies ii , ii implies iii , and iii implies P .
Remark 3.4. By Remark 3.3 we see that Theorem 3.3 generalizes
w x w x  .Theorem 2 in 21 and Theorem 5 in 19 in the following ways: 1 T may
 .  .  .  .not be compact and 2 condition P is weaker than conditions iii and iv
w x w xin Theorem 2 in 21 and Theorem 5 in 19 . Moreover, our method is
w x w xdifferent from those used in 19 and 21 .
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As applications of Theorem 3.3 we consider existence of solutions for
the following complementarity problem:
Ay , y s 0 and Ay , x G 0 for all x g K , 1 .  .  .
 .where A s J y lL q S, l g 0, q` , L is a linear map, and S is a
nonlinear map.
 .In Hilbert spaces, the complementarity problem 1 contains a mathe-
matical model arising from the study of the postcritical equilibrium state of
a thin plate resting, without friction, on a flat rigid support, where L is a
 .self-adjoint compact linear map and S satisfies Sx, x G 0 for all x g K
 w x.see 8 .
Let
1 Lx , x Sx , x .  .
s sup , a s lim sup and2 2r 5 5 5 5x xxgK , x/0 5 5xgK , x ªq`
f t .
b s lim inf ,
ttª`
where f is the gauge function of the duality map J.
THEOREM 3.4. Let K be a wedge in a reflexi¨ e Banach space X. Let L:
X ª X U be a linear compact map such that r ) 0. Assume that S: K ª X U
is a demicontinuous S-contracti¨ e map such that a ) yb. Then for e¨ery
w  ..  .l g 0, r a q b problem 1 has a solution in K.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, lL q S is a demicontinuous PM-map
w  .. for every l G 0. Let l g 0, r a q b . Then lim sup lLx qx g K , 5 x 5 ª`
. 5 5 2 w  ..Sx, x r x F lrr y a - b. Hence, for every l g 0, r a q b , lL q S
 .satisfies condition iii in Remark 3.3 with a s 1. The result follows from
Theorem 3.3.
Remark 3.5. It is easy to show that a map T is strongly continuous i.e.,
 4x © x implies that Tx has a subsequence which strongly converges ton n
. Tx if and only if it is completely continuous i.e., x © x implies Tx ªn n
. UTx . It is well known that if X is reflexive and T : K ª X is completely
 w x.continuous, then T is compact see 17, Theorem 1.7, p. 7 . Therefore, a
strongly continuous map is a compact map and so is an S-contractive map.
w .Note that if a s `, then Theorem 3.4 applies for every l g 0, ` . Hence,
w x w xTheorem 3.4 generalizes Corollary 2 in 21 and Corollary in 8, p. 571 in
 .  .the following ways: 1 L and S need not be strongly continuous and 2 a
may be finite.
We end this section with the following corollary which generalizes
w x w xTheorem 4 in 21 and Theorem 3 in 8 with a very simple proof.
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COROLLARY 3.1. In Theorem 3.4, assume that J is the normalized duality
map and the condition a ) yb is replaced by the K-copositi¨ e condition:
 .  . 5 5 2there exists m g 0, 1 such that A x y A 0, x G m x for all x g K andl l
 .l G 0, where A s J y lL q S. Then for e¨ery l G 0 problem 1 has al
solution in K.
Proof. For every l G 0, let T s lL y S. By the K-copositive conditionl
we have
5 5 2Jx , x G T x , x q T 0, x q m x for all x g K . .  .  .l l
This implies
5 5 2lim sup T x , x r x - lim inf f t rt s 1. .  .l
tª`5 5xgK , x ªq`
The result follows from Remark 3.3 and Theorem 3.3.
4. FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR GENERALIZED
INWARD PM-MAPS
In this section we shall obtain some new fixed point theorems by using
variational inequalities obtained in Section 3 and give their applications to
homogeneous integral equations.
THEOREM 4.1. Let K be a bounded closed con¨ex set in H. Assume that
T : K ª H is a demicontinuous generalized inward PM-map. Then T has a
fixed point in K.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 there exists y g K such that y y Ty , y y0 0 0 0
.x F 0 for all x g K. Since T is generalized inward map, it follows from
Proposition 2.1 that y is a fixed point of T.0
a w xRemark 4.1. Theorem 4.1 generalizes Theorem 1 in 16 , where T is
 .demicontinuous pseudo-contraction and T K ; K, in particular, Theo-
w x w xrems 4 and 12 in 5 . Theorem 4.1 also generalizes Theorem 9 in 5 , where
w xT is a generalized inward nonexpansive map, and Theorem 13 in 5 , where
 .  5 5 4T : B 0 [ x g H: x F r ; H ª H is strictly pseudo-contractive andr
 .  .satisfies condition LS on ­ B 0 . Moreover, our method is completelyr
w x w xdifferent from those in 16 and 5 .
The following new result follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 and
Proposition 2.1.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a wedge in H and let r ) 0. Assume that T :
 .K ª H is a demicontinuous generalized inward PM-map such that Tx, x Fr
25 5x for all x g ­ K . Then T has a fixed point in K .r r
w xRemark 4.2. Theorem 4.2 generalizes Theorem 14 in 5 , where T :
 .  .B 0 ª H is a pseudo-contractive and Lipschitz map such that Tx, x Fr
5 5 2  .x for all x g ­ B 0 . Note that the latter condition implies T satisfiesr
 .  .condition LS and thus T is a generalized inward relative to B 0 .r
By Theorem 4.2 we obtain the following result which is useful in
applications.
THEOREM 4.3. Let K be a wedge in H. Assume that T : K ª H
is a demicontinuous generalized inward PM-map and satisfies
 . 5 5 2lim Tx, x r x - 1. Then T has a fixed point in K.x g K , 5 x 5 ªq`
Remark 4.3. In general, the theories of fixed point index developed in
w x w x14 and 15 cannot be applied to treat the results obtained in this section
due to the following facts:
 .1 The maps considered in this section only require demicontinuity
while the fixed point index theories require continuity of the maps in-
volved.
 . 2 It is not clear whether a PM-map even a generalized inward
.pseudo-contractive map is a condensing map or is such that I y T is an
A-proper map.
As an application of Theorem 4.3 we consider the homogeneous integral
equation.
x t s g t , x t q h t , s f s, x s ds. 2 .  .  .  .  . .  .H
V
w xEigenvalue problems for such equations were considered in 13 . Equa-
 .tion 2 can be written as x s Ax q Bx in a suitable function space. Here
2 .we consider the Hilbert space L V , where V is a bounded, closed
n  2 .  .domain in R . We seek solutions in the cone K s x g L V : x t G 0
4a.e. on V .
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that the following conditions hold.
 . qH g : V = R ª R satisfies Caratheodory conditions andÂ1
 .  .  . 2 .i g t, 0 G 0 for all t g V and g t, 0 g L V ,
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 .  . qii there exists k g 0, 1 such that, for all u, ¨ g R ,
< < 2g t , u y g t , ¨ u y ¨ F k u y ¨ , .  .  . .
 . 2 .iii there exists a g L V such that, for all t g V, and u G 0,
g t , u G yku y a t . .  .
 . q qH f : V = R ª R satisfies Caratheodory conditions and thereÂ2
q .  .  .exist c ) 0, q ) 2 and a positi¨ e function b g L V such that f t, u F b t
q cu2r q for all t g V and u g Rq.
 . qH h: V = V ª R is continuous.3
 .Then Eq. 2 has at least one solution in K.
2 .  .  .Proof. Let H s L V . Then H and H imply that B: K ª K is a2 3
  . 4weakly inward compact map. Let M s max h t, s : t, s g V . Then M - `.
 .By H we have2
Bx t F M b s q cx 2r q s ds .  .  . .H /
V
2rq1y1rq 5 5F M b s ds q c meas V x . .  . . .H /
V
 .  . <  . <   .  .4By conditions ii and iii we have g t, u F ku q max g t, 0 , a t for all
t g V and u G 0. Hence, A: K ª H is a bounded continuous map and
satisfies
5 5 2Ax y Ay , x y y F k x y y for all x , y g K . .
By Propositions 2.6 and 2.7, A q B: K ª H is a PM-map. Using condition
 .ii we obtain
Ax , x F k x 2 t dt q g t , 0 u t dt .  .  .  .H H
V V
1r2
2 25 5 5 5F k x q g t , 0 dt x . .H /
V
 . 5 5 2Therefore, we obtain lim Ax q Bx, x r x - 1.5 x 5 ªq`
Now, we show that A is weakly inward. We use the dual cone criterion.
U  . U U ULet x g K be such that x x s 0 for some x g K . Then x can be
2 U  .  . U  .identified with an L function, x t G 0 and H x t x t dt s 0, soV
U  .   . 4 U  .x t s 0 a.e., on the set t g V: x t s 0 . Therefore, we have x Ax
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  .. U  .  . U  .s H g s, x s x s ds s H g s, 0 x s ds G 0. Therefore, A isV sg V : x s.s0
weakly inward and so is A q B. The result follows from Theorem 4.3.
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